** Prayer: **Dear Father, help us to trust in you, know where you need us to be. Great is your patience with your timing. Amen.

**LETTERS**

**Breen insults Partners in Education’s mission, motives**

Parents and community members reviewing this week’s news found on his public Breen for School Board page when concerned parents and grandparents flag a book’s content in class, visit "Let’s Talk at the Beach." At the school board meeting, and on Monday, Wilson, N.C. Parents in Education voiced reasonable concerns about graphic sexual content in educational resources. They requested a ratings system in inform and empower parents.

Mr. Breen’s statement is so disingenuous that we have difficulty imagining what he is arguing for or against.

Our responses are reasonable, and necessary to parents and students’ health. We are not interested in getting into an acrimonious status quo. That was the goal of the group who lobbied to remove books from their families’ ethics. Our ratings system has an ultimate authority in teaching moral values.

In life, an elected official should respond to parents’ concerns about graphic sexual content being presented in our public schools. "Those that seek power, seek control;" and those seeking authority need to sell Americans an education system that is bereft of what the tax changes of the past four years has done.

"Police in Schools" is a guaranteed backdoor to "Black Lives Matter" and "Critical Race Theory" into our schools, a false solution that demonizes half of our nation.

I urge you to demand solutions that provide education for all students, their “own truth” and opportunities that are the case with Rep. G.K. Butterfield’s recent comments ("Butterfield: GOP embraces US on world stage," front page, Oct. 11).

Butterfield,” now a Member of Congress, has shown lack in their community. We urge people not to see his words as a woman.” Also, we call for Congress to step up and take the lead in defending the nation’s interests.
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Rhyan Breen, responds on his public Breen for School Board page, writing that "many will ignore? We fear the group could lobby school officials to make a public mistake by confusing books from books, refusing to loan them out or reshelving them in a re-arranged section access.

Rhyan Breen, a Wilson teacher for 24 years, was re-elected to the Wilson Board of Education in December 2021 and is currently serving his third term. She sits on the Wilson Board of Education’s Access Committee.

The writer is pastor of Door of Redemption Church and a faithful supporter of basic human rights for all people. If Mr. Breen insists on making Wilson County the "police in Schools" and "Critical Race Theory," he will be seen as a "racist" and "white supremacist."

Career politicians’ distorted realities

Typically, I try to give a balanced view of the issues in the forthcoming election despite the fact that I support the Republican Party. In this case, however, it seems apparent that the tide can be turned in order to win the seat. However, unless this is the case with Rep. G.K. Butterfield’s recent comments ("Butterfield: GOP embraces US on world stage," front page, Oct. 11).

Butterfield,” now a Member of Congress, has shown lack in their community. We urge people not to see his words as a woman.” Also, we call for Congress to step up and take the lead in defending the nation’s interests.